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(O.5x2=lMark)

#define PI 3.14159

main)

int R. C;
float perimeter;
float area;
C =pi
R=S. ,
perimeter = 2.0* C* R;
Area = C*R *R.,
printf(" %f", % f, &perimeter, &area)~



c) The statement b= 1.0/3.0+t .0/3.0; assigns the value 1.0 to b
d) The statement a=15/10.0+ /2; assigns the value 3 to a

7. Identify and rewrite the following rithmetic expressions by correcting the unnecessary
Parenthesis, if any. I (0.25x4=lMark)

a) (x-(y/5)+z)%8)+25 :

b)

c)

d)

((x-y)*p)+q

(m*n)+(-x/y)

x/(3 *y)

8. In response to the input statement"
I

scanf("%4d %* %d", &year, &code, &count)

The following data is keyed in:

19883745

What values does the computer assign to the variables year, code & count? (O.5Mark)

9. Write a program to read the followin~ numbers, round them off to the nearest integer & print

(1 Mark)

out the results in integer form

35.7 50.21 -23.73 -46.45

10. Using an incorrect conversion code tor data type being read or written will result in
1

-error I, (O.5Mark)

II.According to the Gregorian Calendar '" it was Monday on the date OI/OI/I900.If any year is
input through the keyboard, write a program to find out what is the day on 1 st January of this year

I (2Mark)

12. What is an Operating system, give any 6 main features ofLinux Operating System
I (0.5 + 1.5Mark)

(0.5x4=2Mark)13. What does the following command interpretcd classics 108 '

pwd
Is -1

Is -a

SECTION -B~ -

What is the difference between an exit-controlled and entry-controlled loop. Explain it
with a flow chart. ( 1 Mark)

1

Write a C program to read a number 0, and get the following output:-
I

1 !
I

2 2 I
I

3 3 3

2.

2



4 4 4
-

nn n n times

(1.5 Marks)The last line should print\the number n, n times.

.,
-' Write a program to read the ~ge of 100 persons and count the number of persons in the

age group of 50 to 60. Use fQr and continue statements. (1.5 Marks)

4 What is a data structure? Whr is an array called a data structure? (1 Mark)

5 Write a for loop to initialize a~l the left diagonal elements of an array to one and all other
elements to zeros. Assume th~ array has 5 rows and 5 columns. (2 Marks)

6 What is the difference betweeq reading a string using scanf() and using gets()? Given the
following declarations in C Ii

char address[IO];

input line:- NEW YORK

What is the value assigned to address by each of the following two input statements

scanf(" %s",address); and gets(address); (2 Marks)

7 Write a C program using formatted output functions and for loops to print the following
output for the string CProgramming left justified:-

C
CP
CPr
CPro

CProgrammin

[Hin t]: The irst output line wit~ the first character of the string, the second output line
with the first two characters O~I the string, the third output line with the first three
characters and 0 on till the last line with all characters of the string. (2 Marks)

(0.5 Mark)'0 ways ofpassing:parameters to a function call?What are the8.

I

nake a called function in C to return multiple values to its calling place?
mplemented? Ifn<>, why is it impossible? (1 Mark)

Is it possible t
If yes, how is

9.

10. Develop a to' lown modular pro:gram to implement a calculator. The program should
I

0 input two numb~rs and display one of the following as per the desire ofrequest the u~

the user:

Ie numbers.(a) sum (

3



(c) Product of the numbe~s.

(3Marks)

~~

( 1 Mark)

( 1 Mark)

LEAR!, DATA

LDRR2, RI, #0

LOOP ADD R2, R2, #-3

BRzp LOOP

HALT

DATA .FILL xOOOC

.END

a.
b.

Create a symbol table for the progr* .
How many times will the instruction at the memory address labeled LOOP execute, if the

R2 is 12?

pertaIn to 2's complement representation?
~ Marks)

4

~PCODE
If there are 75 opcodes and 32 regi ters:

a) What is the minimum number f bits required to represent the OPCODE?

b) What are the minimum numbe of bits required to represent SR and DR?

c) What is the range of values tha can be represented by the immediate (IMM)? Assume IMM
is a 2's complement value.

2. A load to a memory uses a 14-bit add ess A[13 :0) to obtain a 12-bit value V[ll :0). What is the

total number of bits that can be stored in the memory? ( ~ Mark)

3. There is an LC-3 instruction that c n be used to clear bits (i.e. set them to '0'). Write the

instruction to clear the bits of regi ter Rl and store the result in register RI. Write the



result in binary and decimal. What \ is the greatest magnitude negative number one can represent in an
I

number one can represent in n-bit 211s complement code? What is the greatest magnitude negative

number one can represent in n-bit 2'~ complement code?
(2 Mark)

7. The figure below shows a block diagram of the Von Neumann model

OU'TfuT

~
"

,-- 1" -

fR.O~""'~ UN,...

~~7 ~~iJ

~-
I

I
RE:~ 1$1E"R

F"ILE I
I

I

I

I
I
1__-

List the steps in writing a value xOOO3 to a location x3011 in the memory. Your steps should
mention the MAR and MDR where applicable ( 1 Mark)
8. The circuit below has a major flaw. Can you identify it under what condition? Hint: Evaluate
the circuit for all sets of inputs. I ( 1. Mark)

y L L~=2:=J
ou-bru.t

c

9. The Decode phase of the Instruction Cycle:,always examines which part of the instruction?( 1 Mark

5
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3. Construct a SR Latch using NOR gates and explain it with a tru1

4. Give the schematic level CMOS diagram for a three input AND
~

B=I, and C= 1.

-=---5. For the logic function given F xI.x2 + x3.x4 + x5, draw

diagram.

6. what is the format code used in e formatted output statement i

print the hexadecimal integer ~thout leading Ox; and to pI

exponent form. I

th I function table. Q "'1 A yK )I 

gate, when the inputs are A=l,

Q I\,\t:, '(!(;. )

the combination logic circuit

C r M~'Yk. )

n a C source code, If I wants to

int a floating point value in

(,/lit- Mc::. ~ eA..iL)

I

mins

'<f



Section -B -

How does an array differ
r frOm an ordinary variable?

Consider the following p ogram segment.

mainO
{

(1 Mark)2.

char str[10J;
scanf("%s", str);
printf("%s", str);

}
The error in the above program is
a) Memory is not allocated for str.
b) Format control for str is not %s.
c) The parameter str to scanfO is passed by value. It should be passed by address.
d) None (no error in the given program segment). (1 Mark)

3 Write a suitable output sta~ement inside a for statement that prints out the
Character set A -Z. (2 Marks)
Given ASCII value of 'A' = 65 , Will the following program segment execute successfully? If
yes, what is the output? If 0, give suitable reasons. (2 Marks)

4.

#include<stdio.h>
mainO

char ch='A'o
,

switch(ch)

case 65:
printf(" 65 ");

break;
case 'A':

printf(" A");
break;

}

Section -c -

1,
( IMark)

What would be the output f1 the following
a) mainO
{
printf(" only stupids use C .');
displayO;

displayO
{
printf("fools too use C");
mainO;
}

b) mainO

int a=300,b,c;

if(a>=400)
b=300;
c=200;
printf("%d %d", b, c);
}



,

2. Point out the errors if any
a) mainO

(1 Mark)

intj=10,k=12;
if(k>=j)
{
{

k=j;
j=k;

b) mama
{
messageO;
messageO;
}
messageO;
{
printf("PRAISE WORTHY & C WORTHY ARE SYNONYMS");

}

( 1 Mark)Fill in the blanks

a) By Default,
b) The

3
-is the return type of C function.
statement is used to skip a part of the statements in a loop

4 State whether True or False ( 1 Mark)
a) The number of times a control variable is updated always equals the number of loop

iterations.
b) To return the control back to the calling function we must use the keyword return

Write a for statement to print the following ( Y2 Mark)

1,2,4,8,16,32
5,

(Y2Mark)Change the for loop to while loop

for(m=l;m<IO;m=m+l)
printf("m");

6.

( Y4 Mark each)7 Distinguish between the following
a) Actual & Formal parameters
b) Calling function & Called function
c) global & local variables
d) & and * operator
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Note: 1. Answer all Questions sequentially.
2. Read the instruction and fill up the front page of the answer book.

Section -A
1. The Underscore can be used anywhere in an identifier(TRUE or FALSE) (1 Mark)
2. A Programmer would like to use the word DPR to declare all the double-precision floating

point values in his program. How could he achieve this? ( 1 Mark)
3. Find the Error in the following program segment? ( 1 Mark)

# define pi=3.14159main() ,

int R,C;
float perimeter;
float area;
C= PI
R=5',

perimeter:;::2. O*C *R;
area= C*R *R;
Printf("%r' "%d" & perimeter &area) '

0" , ,

( 1 Mark)4. What would be the value ofx after execution of the following statements?
int x,y=10;

char z = fa' .,
x = y+z ;

5. Write a program to read the price of an item in decimal form ( like 15.95) & print the output in
paise (like 1595 paise) ( 2 Marks )

6.
( Y2 Mark)
( 1 Mark)

Section -B
Determine the value of the following C expressions:-

a) -1 + 2 * (3 -4)
b) -2 * -3/4 %5 --6+ 4

( 1 Mark)Given the following declarations
fit i, j, k;

7.

i=j=k=l;
Find the value of i in the following statement.
i -= -j k;

Which of the following shows the correct hierarchy of arithmetic operators in C

a) ++, * or I, + or -

\b) ++,*,1,+- I
c) ++,1,*, +, -i

8. ( Y2 Mark)



9.

( Y2 Mark)

'e 

an example
( 1f2 Mark)

(1 Mark)

15. What do you mean by foffilat string in a input statement? Qi,
16. Explain the fOllowing C statement:

scanf(" %5d %*d %d", &w, &u, &z);

,yboard 

as

'mpiler or not? If your answer is

(1 Mark)
char name 1 [15];
int IdNo;

." 18. What does the following statement do?

scanf(" % 1\ [a.. zJ", &phone_number); ( Y2 Mark)

( Y2 Mark)

(2 Marks)

, LUf; 1!(1S 10 De used in a

(1 ~ Marks )

printf(" %d", 1++ * 1++); I

**************


